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Abstract
Wc give a complete clas8ification of Lie Algebras whose lattice
of ideals has the Iength ~ 2.
The classiflcation problem is ene of the major problema in the the-
ory of finite dimensional Lie algebras over an algebraically closed fleld of
zere charactcristic. Levi’s theerem and clasaificatien of Cartan-Killing
of semisimple Lie algebras reduce this problem te classification of the
solvable Lie algebras. The study of solvable Lie algebras generally can
be reduce te study of nilpetent Lie algebras. In spite of the develeped
study of nilpotent Lic algebras over the last years the classiflcatien prob-
lem is stiLl open; we enly have the classification of nilpotent Lic algebras
in dimension < 7 [1]. Here we consider a different. apprearh te the cías-
sification preblem: clasaification of the Lie algebras in which the lattice
of ideals has certain properties. This approach has been considered by
Benito [2] , [3]. In this paper we develope this study; in particular we
ebtain a complete clasaification of Lie algebras whose lattice of ideala
has the length =2.
This paper is inspired by papers of Benito and by paper [7]. 1 thank
Prefesser Khadjiev for his censtructive suggestien. 1 thank alsa Prefes-
ser Ayupov for the directien of this work; his suggestions and enceur-
agements have been most helpful.
In this paper we only consider finite-dimensional Lie algebras over a
fleid of complex numbers.
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1 Lattice of ideals of a Lie algebra
A ¡atilce is a partially ordered set in which any two elements have a
least upper bound and a greatest lower bound. A finite lattice may be
representing by a diagram. One obtains such a diagram by representing
the elements of the lattice by small circles(or dots); if a >— b and no e
exista such that a >- e >— b than wc place the circle for a aboye that for b
and we connecte these circíes by a line. Then x >- y if and only if there
is a descending broken line connecting x te y.
Let g be a Lic algebra and L(g) be the set of ideats of g with ¡E >- J
defined te mean that ideal i is a subset of ideal ¡ and ¡ ~ i. Any two
elements ¡ and J of L(g) have a lcast upper beund <1 u J> (thc ideal
generated by fui ) and greatest lewer bound ¡ni. The ebtained Iattice
18 called lattice of ideals of the Lic algebra g. As g is afinite dimensional
Lic algebra, any descending chain of elementa of L(g) is finite. Let
be a maximal descending chain connecting g and {0}. The number of
intervais in this chain, which is uniquely determined by g is called the
lengith of Iattice L(g).
It 18 very interesting te study the relations between a Lic algebra g
and its lattice of ideala L(g). In the papers [2] and [3] dic structure of
the Lic algebras in which the lattice of ideals is a chain is studied. In
this paper we consider the problem of classification of the Lic algebras
with a lew Jength.
2 Solvable Lie algebras with a lattice of ideals
of length <2.
Let g be a solvable Lic algebra (g !=0) and let
D0g~D’gJ...JDQ’g9D~g={0~
be its derived serie of ideals defined by
D0g = g, Mg = [D’g, D’g], i ~ 1.
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We suppose that D~’g !=0. Ihen, the length of lattice of ideals of
g, denoted 1(g), is > q. Thus, for description of solvable Lie algebras g
with 1(g) =2, it is sufficient te consider the Lie algebras with q =2.
Proposition 1. Leí g be a solvable be algebra muth 1(g) =2. TIten
dimg =2.
Proof. Suppose dim g =3. Following three cases are possibte:
(1) dim D0g — dim D’g=2, D’g !=0,
(2) dim D0g — dim D’g — 1 dim D’g =2,
(3) D’g=0.
In the flrst case the subspace <2<> + D’g is an ideal of g for any
nen-zero etement X of D0g \ D’g and we have 1(g) =3-
In the second case we consider a nen-zero element 2< in D1>g \ D’g.
As Mg is an ideal of g , adX is a linear operator in Mg. Let y 6 D’g
be an eigenvector of adX. The subspace generated by y is an ideal of g
and we have 1(g) > 3.
In the case (3) any subspace of gis an ideal of g and we have 1(g)=3.
u
As alt nilpotent Líe algebras of dimension <2 are abelian, we have
Cornllary 1. Leí g be a nulpotení he algebra. The lautice of ideals of g
has a lengih =2 if ami on¡y íf g Is aii abelian Ile algebra of ¿¡¿mension
<2.
Corollary 2. There exísis oríly otie (up lo isomorphism) solvable buí
non-nulpotení Líe algebra wíth the laitice of ideals of íengih =2. ¡En
the basis {X~, 2<21 tIzis Líe algebra is defined by ihe followíng non-zero
braelceis: [2<1,2<2] = 2<2.
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3 Semisimple Lie algebras with lattice of ideals
of length <2
.
Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra and
ita decomposition as direct sum of simple Lic algebras. Every simple
ideala of g coincides with one of g~. Moreever, each ideal of g is a sum
of certain simple ideals g~ [6]. Thus, 1(g) = k and we have.
Proposition 2. TIte laitice of ideals of a semisimpie Líe alqebra g has
a lenglIz =2 if ami oníy ifg is simple or g is a direcí sum of tino simple
Lie alqebras.
4 Nonsolvable and nonsemisimple Lie algebras
with lattice of ideals of length <2
Let g be a nonsolvable and nensemisimple Lic algebra. Wc consider a
Levi’s decempositien [6]
9=8+1’
where s is a semisimple Lie algebra and ,‘ la the radical of g (that is
maxímal solvable ideal of g).
Proposition 3. Leí g be a nonsolvable arid nonsemisimple Líe algebra
inhose lattice of ideals has a len qth=2. Thai ¡he radicaly ofg is abelian.
Proof. Suppose that y is not abelian, that is [r,’-] # {OJ. We censider
an operater ad2<, where 2< 6 s. This operator is a derivation of the
radical y and we have
adX ([Y, Z]) = [2<, Y] , 2] + [Y, [2<,Z]] E [y, r]
for alí Y, Z c y. Hence [y, y] is an ideal of g belonging ter (and different
of r). Consequcntly 1(g) > 3 in contradictien with the hypothesis.
u
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Proposition 4. Leí g be a nonsolt’able ami nonsemisimple Líe algebra
whose laitice of ideals has a lenglIz =2 ami a be a Leví ~ssubalgebra of
g. Then 8 is simple.
Proof. Let a = si ~ ... e 8k is a decomposition of a as direct sum of
its simple ideals. Each subspace a, + y , where y is the radical of g, is
an ideal of g containing y.
u
Proposition 5. Leí g be a nonsolvable atid nonsemisírnple Líe algebra
atid leí g = a ~ y ji~ a Leví~sdecornposiiion. The laitice of ideala of g
has a length 2 if ami only if a is simple ami the adjoint representaiion
of a in r 18 irreducible.
Proof. According te propositions 3 and 4 it remains te show that the
adjoint representation of a in m’ is irreducible, that is the a-module y
is simple. Suppose that the a-module y is not simple. From Weyl’s
theorem en complete reducibility we have a decomposition
Vi 63 63
where y,, 1=1,..., m, m > 2 are the simples-modules. ihen each
r
1is an ideal of g different te r and the length of g is=3 in contradiction
with hypethesis of lemma.
u
Corollary 3. The classificatior¿ of nonsolvable ami nonsemisimple Líe
algebras inhose laitice of ideals has a lenglIz 2 reduce ¡o classifica¡ions
of simple Lic algebras and iheir irreducible represeniaiions inhich is tnell
lenon, [5].
5 Classification’s theorem
Frem the propositiens 1 — 5 we have following theorem.
Theorem. Leí g be a Lic algebra inhose ideals form a lailice of lenglIz
< 2. Thai g 18 isornorphíc ¡o one of 11w Líe algebras described iii lIte
lable 1.
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Table 1
Líe algebra Dimension Description ofthe Lie algebra Lattíce
{0} • {0}
a1 1 Abchan Lie algebra
An arbitrarysimpjc Lie algebra ¡ 76)
a2 2 Abchan Lie algcbra
Infinite lattice of
length 2 where
any stíbspace of a2
¡a an ideal
8 +V
s is a arbitrary
simple Lic algebra
y is an arbitrarysimple a—module
[s, u] = s u
¡kV
y 2 [X,Y]=Y
816382
Direct sum of twosimple Lie algebras 1
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